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Southbay Ski Club          

          
Courtesies 
 
Southbay Ski Club is a communal facility, offering a minimum of privacy. Courtesy and consideration are 
therefore important for the wellbeing and enjoyment of members and guests. 
 
1. After 11 PM, activities and conversations downstairs should be conducted quietly in consideration 
those who are sleeping. 
 
2. Please do not sleep downstairs as this inconveniences those arriving late or rising early. Also, 
downstairs provides a refuge for insomniacs. 
 
3.There is a rack at the lodge entryway for ski storage. A brush for removing snow from skis and clothing 
hangs inside the entryway, just outside the lodge.  
 
4. The kitchen refrigerator is primarily used for ingredients for meal preparation. The refrigerator next to 
the stairs must be plugged in as needed for temporary overflow or for beverages.  All perishable food 
must be taken home.  Non perishable items may be left if dated.  Be attentive to refrigerator temperature 
to avoid accidental freezing, but avoid altering control settings. 
  
5.Each commissary group and individual using the kitchen is responsible for promptly cleaning the area 
after each meal. 
 
6.Parents have the responsibility for making sure that other members and guests, as well as their own 
children, have a pleasant visit. 
 
7.At the discretion of the innkeeper, any of the lodge courtesies (not the rules) may be modified. 
 
8.Guests and members are requested to assist the innkeeper in ensuring that lodge clean up duties are 
distributed equitably and performed properly. 
 
Tips for the Parking Lot 
 
1.The right hand lane of parking belongs to our neighbors, the Culloms. Please do not park in their area 
even if they are not present.  
 
2. Those leaving early in the morning should position their cars the night before. 
 
3.For cars driven through water or slush, the parking brake can freeze. Consider chocking the wheels 
securely with firewood rather than setting the parking brake. Do not leave any pieces of wood in the 
parking lot as they can damage the snow plow. 
 
4. The driveway is plowed daily as needed by a contractor. The plow operator has no horn and will not   
wait for us to move our cars. The county plows may leave a berm which we must shovel. 
 
 


